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Answer all questions.

1 Mateo talks about his morning routine.

 Answer the following questions in English.

 (a) At what time does Mateo get up?

 _____________________________________________________________  [1]

 (b) What does he eat for breakfast?

 _____________________________________________________________  [1]

2 Mateo talks about his journey to school.

 Answer the following questions in English.

 (a) How does Mateo go to school every morning?

 _____________________________________________________________  [1]

 (b) What does he do when he arrives at school?

 _____________________________________________________________  [1]
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3 Young people talk about sport.

 Tick () the correct box.

 (a) What are their favourite sports?

A B C

[1]

(b) A B C

[1]

(c) A B C

[1]

4 The weather forecast.

 Complete the following sentences in English.

 In the north it is rainy and _________________. 

 In the south, it is warmer with temperatures of _________________ degrees.  [2]
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5 Birthday presents.

 Complete the following sentences with one of the words from the box below.

10th December

necessary important dress

useful coat 10th January

 (a) The speaker thinks that money is very _________________ to receive as a  
 
birthday present. [1]

 (b) Her next birthday is on the _________________ . 

  She hopes to get a new _________________ . [2]
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6 Television programmes.

 Tick () the correct box.

 (a) The documentary is about creatures who live

A on the coast.

B in rivers.

C under the sea. [1]

 Tick () the two correct boxes.

 (b)	 The	films	she	likes	are

A scary.

B animated.

C exciting.

D funny.

E black and white. [2]
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7 Holidays.

 Write the correct letters in the boxes.

 What do the speakers mention when describing their holidays?

A Swimming in the sea

B Mountaineering

C Warm weather

D Going to concerts

E Water sports

F Fresher weather

G Learning about the country

Letter

(a) [1]

(b) [1]

(c) [1]

8 School subjects.

 Complete the following sentences in English.

 (a) Every term, the Geography class has a  _________________ . [1]

 (b) In the Technology class they have to design a _________________ 

  for people who have a sore _________________ . [2]
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9 Summer jobs.

 Tick () the correct box.

 (a) If he buys something in the shop he

A gets 15% off.

B pays only €15.

C gets 5% off. [1]

 Tick () the two correct boxes.

 (b) In the theme park they need

A builders.

B singers.

C cooks.

D childminders.

E guides. [2]
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10 Favourite shops.

 Complete the sentences with words from the box below.

over €7 gold fruit carrot

food wood silver over €6

 (a) You should go to the café to try their _________________ cake. [1]

 (b) The cost of the items of clothing is _________________ . [1]

 (c) The market sells items made of _________________ 

  and _________________ . [2]
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11 My town.

 Tick () the correct box.

 (a) The shopping centres are

A nearby.

B in the town centre.

C quite a distance away. [1]

 (b) More streets are needed for

A shops.

B pedestrians.

C factories. [1]

 (c) The town population is bigger because of

A cheaper accommodation.

B magnificent	views.

C the beautiful mountains. [1]

 (d) The town he lives in is one of the 

A cheapest.

B liveliest.

C dearest. [1]
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12 Holiday accommodation.

 How does each speaker describe their accommodation?

 Write the correct letters in the boxes.

A It was too cold

B You were free to come and go

C It was quiet during the day

D You slept well there

E Quite far from the town

F Ten people shared a room

G Too noisy there

H The shower was not working

I The rooms were too warm

Letter

(a) [1]

(b) [1]

(c) [1]

(d) [1]
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13 Friendships.

 Tick () the correct box.

 (a) (i) Ana describes Marta as a person who is

A open.

B quiet.

C serious. [1]

  (ii) In her free time, Ana prefers to

A do athletics.

B go out.

C draw. [1]

 (b) (i) Compared to Marcos, Carlos receives

A lower marks.

B similar marks.

C high marks. [1]

  (ii) Carlos is a person who is never

A lazy.

B selfish.

C intelligent. [1]
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